MICE
How
Amsterdam
can make your
conference
or event a
success
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Welcome to
Amsterdam
One of Europe’s most picture-perfect cities, where
17th-century spectacle stands side by side with
21st-century ingenuity. Amsterdam is consistently
ranked as one of the ‘smartest’ cities in the world
for its focus on green technology and sharing
knowledge.

EU’s
Capital of
Innovation

90%

speaks at
least two
languages

Open-mindedness, innovation and a focus on
sustainability are the core of Amsterdam’s DNA –
a mindset cultivated over centuries of freedom (of
speech, the press, religion) and multicultural mixing.
The result is a city that knows that business is all
about making the right connections.

‘When it comes
to hospitality,
Amsterdam knows no
equal.’
Remco Groenhuijzen
Luxury Hotels of
Amsterdam

Connectivity

322

direct flight
connections

Amsterdam is many things, from historic champion
of free speech to modern hotbed of disruptive
technology. However, there is one theme that can
be traced through everything Amsterdam does:
Amsterdam connects. Not only digitally (Amsterdam
has one of the world’s fastest internet connections) and
physically (with convenient air and train connections),
but socially and professionally as well.
The city and surroundings are so well known for
collaborating across disciplines, with corporate
and research institutions working with the public to
investigate and create innovations that can be used
around the world, that this method of working has
been given a special name: the Amsterdam Approach.

‘Amsterdam is
connected in so
many ways: its
people, its cultures,
its companies and
networks.’

Furthermore, the compact size of the city makes it easy
to get around, and you’ll find open doors to all the
venue, hotel, university and other planning partners
your conference needs to be a success.

Josja van der Veer
Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam
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Liveability

home

to 180
nationalities

#5

safest city
in the world
In addition to its postcard-ready views, Amsterdam is beloved by
tourists and residents alike for the huge variety of museums, festivals
and other activities on offer every day. Just as important is the
accessibility of unique locations in this compact city with extensive
public transport (not to mention easy bike-ability). Essentially, here
you will find all the amenities of a major capital city in the intimate,
accessible environment of a village.
When you expand to look at the entire region, everything you could
desire from nature preserves to castles to beaches is just a short train
trip away. The city also benefits from a stable political environment
where people feel free to be themselves and talk about the things
that matter to them, including topics other towns might consider
controversial, such as human rights, AIDS, abortion and euthanasia.

‘The diversity of
people make this a
fabulous city to live
and work in.’

It’s a city people the world over want to visit and explore – and, of
course, the more attendees you can attract, the more successful your
conference or event can be!

Nancy Poleon
BrandedU

Business Ecosystem

Often cited
as having
the most
museums
per capita
in the world

Amsterdam is buzzing with creative energy. The city is
a living, growing and evolving network of academics,
entrepreneurs, makers and marketers – ready and waiting
to respond to your every need. Amsterdam is, since the
Middle Ages, a scientific and knowledge leader (see www.
iamsterdam.com/ams) with the ability to connect people
and technology and translate knowledge into social and
business solutions.
While you will find the European HQs for major names like
Tesla, Adidas and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of
China, Amsterdam also nurtures and accelerates disruptive
ideas and world-changing start-ups. All in all, the city and
surroundings offer a deeply connected business ecosystem
as the perfect conference backdrop.
Variety of venues
The Amsterdam Metropolitan Area is an architectural
hotspot of conference, meeting and event venues both
modern and historic, ready to accommodate groups
from 10 to 20,000 people. Think atmospheric 17thcentury warehouses, refurbished factories, high-tech
waterside spots, etc. And that’s to say nothing of all the
accommodation options your delegates and participants
will have, with 40,752 hotel rooms to choose from.

‘Amsterdam is a
global village, from its
many cultures to the
diversity in innovation
and entrepreneurship.’
Melissa Marijnen
Professional Rebel
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More
information?
Visit iamsterdam.com/meetings for more information
about organising events in Amsterdam. There, you
will also find a free online search engine for meeting
planners. There you can research all the possibilities
for your upcoming meeting, leisure tour, conference
or event. Explore Amsterdam’s wide selection of
conference centres, special venues, accommodation,
restaurants, museums, attractions and service
providers. Filter by location, venue type, group size
and more to refine your results.

#4

most
sustainable
city

40,752

hotel rooms

‘Amsterdam is
a city that
is always reshaping
the status quo.’

Visit iamsterdam.com/meetings for more information about organising events in Amsterdam.

Don Ginsel
Holland FinTech

